The imaginary part of a heavy quarkonium potential is studied at finite temperature and chemical potential using a holographic AdS/QCD model with conformal invariance broken by a background dilaton. It is shown that the presence of the confining scale increases the absolute value of the imaginary potential thus increasing the thermal width, reverse to the effect of the chemical potential. One step further, the results imply that the inclusion of the confining scale reduces the quarkonia dissociation while the chemical potential enhances it.
Introduction
It is by now well accepted that the heavy ion collisions at RHIC and LHC have produced a new state of matter so-called quark gluon plasma (QGP) [1] . One of the main experimental signatures of the QGP formation is melting of heavy quarkonia. It was argued [2] earlier that in a thermal bath, the binding interaction of the heavy quark-antiquark ( QQ ) pair is screened by the medium, resulting in the quarkonia dissociation. But recently some research suggests that the imaginary part of the potential, ImV Q Q , may be a more important reason than screening [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] . Moreover, this quantity can be used to estimate the thermal width. In perturbative QCD, ImV Q Q has been studied in many papers, see e.g. [9] [10] [11] . However, numerous experiments indicate that QGP is strongly coupled [12] . Thus, calculational tools for strongly coupled, real-time QCD dynamics are needed. Such tools are now available via the AdS/CFT duality.
AdS/CFT [13] [14] [15] , the duality between the type IIB superstring theory formulated on AdS 5 × S 5 and N = 4 supersymmetric YangMills theory (SYM) in four dimensions, has yielded many important insights for studying different aspects of QGP (see [16] for a good review). In this approach, Noronha and Dumitru have studied the ImV Q Q for N = 4 SYM theory in their seminal work in [17] . Therein, the ImV Q Q is related to the effect of thermal fluctuations due to the interactions between the heavy quarks and the medium. Later, this idea has been extended to various cases. For example, the ImV Q Q of static quarkonia is studied in [18, 19] . The ImV Q Q of moving quarkonia is investigated in [20, 21] . The effect of the medium on the ImV Q Q of moving quarkonia is analyzed in [22] . The finite 't Hooft coupling corrections on ImV Q Q is addressed in [23] . Also, this quantity has been discussed in some AdS/QCD models [24, 25] . Besides, there are other ways to study ImV QQ from holography [26] [27] [28] .
Here we give such analysis in a soft wall-like model with finite temperature and chemical potential, viz. the SW T ,μ model, which is defined by the AdS-Reissner Nordstrom black-hole (AdS-RN) metric multiplied by a warp factor. Such a model is motivated by the soft wall model of [29] that introduced a quadratic dilaton to emulate confinement in the boundary theory at vanishing temperature. In Ref. [30] , it was proposed to study the heavy quark free energy as well as the QCD phase diagram, and the results show that it could provide a nice phenomenological description of quark-antiquark interaction and other hadronic properties. Further studies of models of this type, see [31] [32] [33] [34] . Inspired by this, in this paper we investigate the ImV QQ of heavy quarkonia in SW T ,μ model. Specifically, we would like to see whether chemical potential and confining scale have the same effect on ImV QQ . Also, this work could be regarded as the generalization of [17] to the case with chemical potential and confining scale.
The rest of the paper is as follows. In the next section, we introduce the SW T ,μ model given in [30] . In section 3, we evaluate the expressions for the real and imaginary part of the heavy quark potential, in turn. In section 4, we study the effects of chemical potential and confining scale on ImV QQ and analyze how they affect the thermal width as well as the quarkonia dissociation. The last part is devoted to conclusion and discussion. 
Background geometry
Let us begin with the holographic models in terms of the action [35] 
with
where ∇ M is the Levi-Civita covariant derivative with respect to g MN .
Note that for vanishing φ, the AdS black spacetime arises as a solution of (2)-(5). Furthermore, if one considers a non-vanishing gauge-field component A 0 with the boundary conditions
the AdS-RN space-time can be obtained by solving (2)-(5). The corresponding metric is
where μ is the chemical potential. R is the AdS radius. z is the coordinate describing the 5th dimension with z = 0 the boundary and z = z h the horizon.
The gauge-field component reads
).
The temperature reads
where Q is the charge of the black hole and constrained in the range 0 ≤ Q ≤ √ 2. To emulate confinement in the boundary theory, one can introduce a warp factor h(z) to the metric, similar to the procedure in [29, 36] . Then the metric of the SW T ,μ model is [30] 
where c represents the deformation parameter which has the dimension of energy. Note that we will not focus on a specific model with fixed c, but will rather study the behavior of ImV QQ in a class of models parametrized by c. Given that we will make c dimensionless by normalizing it at fixed temperatures and express other quantities in units of it. Moreover, it was found [37] that the range of 0 ≤ c/T ≤ 2.5 is most relevant for a comparison with QCD. We will use this range here.
On the other hand, if one works with r = R 2 /z as the radial coordinate, then metric (12) becomes
now the temperature is T = r h
). The horizon is r = r h and the boundary is r = ∞. Note that (12) and (13) are equivalent but only with different coordinate systems.
Imaginary potential
In the holographic description [38] , the heavy quark potential can be extracted from the expectation value of the static Wilson loop
where C is a closed loop in a 4-dimensional space time and the trace is over the fundamental representation of the SU (N c ) group.
A μ is the gauge potential and P enforces the path ordering along the loop C . One considers a rectangular loop with one direction along the time coordinate T and spatial extension L. Then the heavy quark potential, V QQ , is related to the vacuum expectation of the rectangular Wilson loop in the asymptotic limit T → ∞,
On the other hand, in the supergravity limit,
where S str is the classical Nambu-Goto action of a string in the bulk,
where X μ (σ , τ ) are worldsheet embedding coordinates with μ, ν = 0, 1, ..., 4 and a, b = σ , τ . 1 2π α is the string tension and α is related to 't Hooft coupling by R
To proceed, we follow the argument in [17, 18] to derive the expressions for the real and imaginary part of heavy quark potential for the background metric (13) . We use the remaining symmetry of (18) to completely fix the static gauge given by
With this gauge choice, the string action with end points fixed at x = ±L/2 takes the form
Notice that the above action does not depend on σ explicitly, so the corresponding Hamiltonian is a constant
Imposing the boundary condition at σ = 0 (the deepest point of the U-shaped string),
where
with f (r * )
Integrating (23), the separation length of QQ is represented by
Substituting (23) into (20), the total action for QQ reads
, (27) note that the above action contains the self-energy contributions from the free QQ pair which, themselves, are divergent. To obtain the interaction potential of QQ , one needs to cure this divergence by subtracting from S the self energy of the two quarks [38] [39] [40] . As a result, the real part of the heavy quark potential in the SW T ,μ model is the free energy is independent of T . Moreover, if QQ interaction does not depend for small L on T , μ and c, the regularization in (28) does not depend on these scales either. Next, we derive the expressions of ImV Q Q using the string worldsheet fluctuations [17, 18] . Considering the effect of thermal world sheet fluctuations δr(x) around the classical configurations r c (x), (29) where r c (x) solves δ S NG = 0, and the boundary condition is δr(±L/2) = 0. For simplicity, δr(x) is taken to be of arbitrarily long wavelength, i.e.,
dδr(x) dx
→ 0. So the fluctuations at each string point are independent functions if one considers the long wavelength limit. The physical picture of the thermal fluctuations is illustrated in Fig. 1 . The string partition function that takes into account the fluctuations is
Z str ∼ Dδr(x)e i S NG (r c (x)+δr(x)) .
(30) (31) with r j ≡ r(x j ) and r j ≡ r (x j ). The thermal fluctuations are more important around x = 0, where r = r * . Thus, it is reasonable to expand r c (x j ) around x = 0, keeping only terms up to second order in x j . As r c (0) = 0, one has r c (x j ) ≈ r * + 
with a * ≡ a(r * ), a * ≡ a (r * ), etc. As a result, the exponent in (31) can be written as
where b * ≡ b(r * ).
If the function in the square root of (34) is negative, S NG j will contribute to ImV Q Q = 0. The relevant region of the fluctuations is the one between δr that yields a vanishing argument in the square root of (34) . Therefore, one can isolate the j-th contribution as
where δr jmin and δr jmax are the roots of
The integral in (36) can be determined by using the saddle point method for α << 1 (the classical gravity approximation).
The exponent has a stationary point when the function inside the root square of (36)
assumes an extremal value. This happens for
It is required that the square root has an imaginary part, yielding 
The total contribution to the imaginary part comes from j I j , yielding
Integrating (42), one ends up with the imaginary potential in the SW T ,μ model
)r (44) where, for convenience, we have set R = 1GeV −1 . Notice that the ImV QQ of N = 4 SYM plasma [17] can be derived from (43) 
Numerical results
Before going further, we discuss the regime of applicability of this model. First, ImV QQ should be negative, implying
which leads to ε > ε min , (46) with ε = r h /r * , where the value of ε min can be determined numerically.
The second limitation relates to LT max , the maximum value of LT . From (10), (11) and (26) , one gets LT = (
. (47) In Fig. 2 , we plot LT as a function of ε for various cases. One can see that there exists a LT max (corresponds to ε = ε max ) in each plot. As discussed in [20] , LT max indicates the limit of the saddle point approximation: for ε > ε max , there are other string configurations (which are not solutions of the Nambu-Goto action) that may contribute to the calculation of the Wilson loops besides the semiclassical U-shaped string configuration [43] . Here we focus mainly on the case where ε < ε max . Taken together, the domain of applicability of (43) is ε min < ε < ε max .
To proceed, we investigate the effect c and μ on the inter- Next, we study how c and μ influence the imaginary potential.
For this purpose, in Fig. 3 the right one, one can see that at fixed μ, increasing c the imaginary potential happens for larger values of LT , in accordance with [25] . As discussed in [20] , the dissociation properties of quarkonia is sensitive to the imaginary potential, and if the onset of the imaginary potential happens for smaller LT , the suppression will be stronger. Consequently, one concludes that the inclusion of the chemical potential makes quarkonia dissociation easier, while the confining scale makes it harder.
Also, one could analyze how c and μ affect the thermal width.
As we known, the imaginary potential can be used to estimate the thermal width and usually a larger absolute value of imaginary potential corresponds to larger thermal width [17, 18] . Thus, one could say that the presence of a chemical potential decreases the thermal width while the confining scale increases it.
Finally, since c and μ have opposite effects on the imaginary potential, one can infer that with some chosen values of c and μ, the ImV QQ can be larger or smaller than its counterpart of N = 4 SYM theory. In other words, this model provides a wider range of values for the ImV QQ in comparison to that found in N = 4 SYM case.
Conclusion and discussion
In this paper, we studied the ImV QQ of a heavy quarkonium at finite temperature and chemical potential in a holographic AdS/QCD model with conformal invariance broken by a background dilaton. We discussed the effects of deformation parameter c and chemical potential μ on this quantity, respectively. It is found that c and μ have opposing effects on ImV QQ . Specifically, the presence of c increases the absolute value of ImV QQ while μ decreases it. One step further, the inclusion of the confining scale makes dissociation harder while the chemical potential makes it easier, which confirms earlier findings. In addition, it is shown that this model provides a wider range of values for the ImV QQ in comparison to that found in N = 4 SYM theory.
However, it should be admitted that the SW T ,μ model considered here is not consistent model since it does not solve the full set of equations of motion associated with action (1). Rather, it could be regarded as a crude approximation in which one solves the Einstein-Maxwell part of the action, and then the scalar part with the background metric. Despite this, one can take advantage of its simplicity (e.g., the horizon function remains relatively simple) and get some useful information [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] . Certainly, it would be significant to study the ImV QQ in some consistent models, e.g. [44] [45] [46] and compare the results obtained in those models and ours (but usually the metrics of those models are only known numerically, so it would technically be rather challenging). Also, it is of interest to see what happens in holographic models that aim at realistically describing the properties of the QGP in equilibrium at finite temperature and density, which also include a realistic prediction for the QCD critical point, e.g. [47] . We plan to come back to these issues in future work.
